Leptoquarks are hypothetical particles carrying both lepton and quark flavor. They are predicted by Grand Unified Theories, technicolor and composite models, among others. First results from the searches for pair production of first-and second-generation scalar leptoquarks at the CMS experiment using the entire 2010 proton-proton collision data at √ s = 7 TeV are presented.
leptons and two leading jets. At this stage of the selection, referred to as pre-selection, there are sufficient data to compare with Monte Carlo (MC) generated events, where the response of the detector was simulated using GEANT4 [11] . Good data-MC agreement is observed in the shape of all kinematic distributions of the selected leptons and jets. The dominant SM backgrounds are Z/γ * +jets and tt, which are simulated and estimated using, respectively, ALPGEN [12] and MADGRAPH [13, 14] interfaced with PYTHIA [15] for parton showering and hadronization. The Z/γ * +jets MC has been normalized to the data at the Z-boson peak at pre-selection level, where the Z/γ * +jets background dominates the sample. The tt MC has been normalized to the CMS measurement of the tt cross section [16] . Other backgrounds include multijet production, which is estimated from data and found negligible for both analyses. There is also a small contribution from di-boson and single top production, determined from MC. Signal samples for LQ masses 200-500 GeV were generated with PYTHIA [15] , version 6.422, tune D6T [17, 18] .
To reduce the background from Z/γ * +jets production, a minimal value of M ll well above the mass of the Z boson is required, and, to reduce all SM backgrounds, S T is required to be large. While the LQ signal is expected to appear as a peak in the mass distribution of the lepton-jet pairs, we find that the S T variable is more powerful with the present statistics as it is not affected by combinatorics. The minimal values required for M ll and S T were optimized by minimizing the expected upper limit on the leptoquark cross section in the absence of an observed signal using a Bayesian approach [19, 20] that is well suited for counting experiments in the Poisson regime. The optimized lower value of M ee (M µ µ ) is found to be 125 GeV (115 GeV) for all the LQ hypotheses under test, while the lower value of S T varies as indicated in Table 1 . Fig. 1 shows the S T distributions. Table 1 shows the number of surviving events for MC signal, MC background and data samples after applying the full, optimized selection. The reported product of signal selection efficiency and acceptance is estimated from MC simulated events. The product of the di-lepton efficiency and acceptance, prior to any M ll and jet requirements, is 59-68% and 61-70% for the first-and second-generation LQ analysis for LQ masses of 200-500 GeV. The systematic uncertainties affecting the estimated number of signal events are 15% for both analyses, and are dominated by the uncertainty on the integrated luminosity, and lepton selection and reconstruction efficiencies. The systematic uncertainties for the background are 28% and 26% for first-and second-generation LQ analysis, and are dominated by the statistical uncertainty on the data for the normalization of the Z/γ * +jets and tt MC, the uncertainty on the jet energy scale, and the uncertainty on the MC modeling of the shape of the Z/γ * +jets background.
The numbers of observed events in the collision data samples that pass the selection criteria optimized for each LQ mass considered are consistent with the predictions from SM processes, as reported in Table 1 . An upper limit on the LQ cross section in the absence of signal is therefore set using a Bayesian approach [20] that uses a Poisson likelihood, a flat prior for the signal cross section, and log-normal priors for the parameters used to model the systematic uncertainties. Fig. 2 shows the 95% Confidence Level (C.L.) upper limit on the LQ pair production cross section times β 2 as a function of the leptoquark mass. The systematic uncertainties are included in the calculation. The upper limits are compared to an NLO prediction of the LQ pair production cross section [7] to set an observed 95% C.L. exclusion on LQ masses smaller than 384 GeV (expected 391 GeV) and 394 GeV (expected 394 GeV), assuming β = 1, for first-and second-generation LQs. Fig. 3 shows the minimum β for a 95% C.L. exclusion of the LQ hypothesis as a function of LQ mass.
In conclusion, searches for pair production of first-and second-generation scalar leptoquarks have been performed using 7 TeV pp collision data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 33.2 and 34.0 pb −1 , respectively. The numbers of observed candidate events agree well with the numbers of expected standard model background events. A Bayesian approach that includes the treatment of systematic uncertainties as nuisance parameters is used to set limits on the LQ cross section times β 2 as a function of LQ mass, where β is the leptoquark branching fraction into a charged lepton and a quark. By comparing these upper limits to a theoretical calculation of the LQ
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Search for Pair Production of Leptoquarks in the CMS Experiment Ldt=34.0 pb ∫ Figure 2 : The expected and observed upper limit at 95% C.L. on the LQ pair production cross section times β 2 as a function of the LQ mass for the first-(left) and second-generation (right) LQ searches. The systematic uncertainties are included in the calculation. The shaded region is excluded by the current DØ limit for β = 1. The σ theory curve and its band represent, respectively, the theoretical LQ pair production cross section and the uncertainties due to the choice of PDF and renormalization/factorization scales [7] . Ldt=34.0 pb ∫ Figure 3 : Minimum β for a 95% C.L. exclusion of the LQ hypothesis as a function of LQ mass for the first-(left) and second-generation (right) LQ searches. The observed (expected) exclusion curve is obtained using the observed (expected) upper limit and the central value of the theoretical LQ pair production cross section. The band around the observed exclusion curve is obtained by considering the observed upper limit while taking into account the uncertainties on the theoretical cross section. The shaded region is excluded by the current DØ limits, which combines results from searches in the two lepton and lepton-neutrino channels (and, for the first-generation case, also the two neutrino channel). pair production cross section, the existence of first-and second-generation scalar LQ with masses below 384 GeV and 394 GeV for β = 1 has been excluded at 95% C.L., with corresponding cross section limits of 0.265 pb and 0.223 pb. The lower limits on the LQ masses set for values of β larger than about 0.4 are the most restrictive direct limits to date.
